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ABSTRACT
To quantitatively evaluate flow characteristics (wake and upwelling regions) of
unit artificial reefs (ARs), three 3-D models such as Hexa, Rect, and Ryra were
investigated. The element-based finite volume method was used for numerical flow
analyses, by facilitating ANSYS-CFX software. From the analyses results, the following
conclusions were made. First, each placement model has a different wake volume up
to 58% variation, showing that Hexa is the most advantageous due to its size of 140m3
while Rect has the largest volume of 1970m3 in terms of upwelling volume. Second,
considering the wake and upwelling distributions, Pyra has a unique characteristic
showing that 77.04% of the wake volume concentrates on a sub-region, which is
beneficial to demersal fish.
1. INTRODUCTION
Wake and upwelling regions around an artificial reef (AR) are believed to be
important to marine lives because these regions contain a variety of organic, dead
plankton, nutrient salt and accordingly attract more marine species such as fish (Oh et
al. 2011). For example, fish (predators) have a strong chance to get preys which stay
the wake and upwelling regions. Although the attraction and production debate has not
been solved yet, there are scientific clues supporting the production, attraction, or both,
which are depend on various parameters such as the age, size, gender, and other
ecological factors of fish (Bortone 2011, Grossman et al. 1997, Pickering and
Whitmarsh 1997, Pitcher and Seaman 2000). Thus, many marine ecologists support
the fact that the primary producers around ARs are dominant in the wake and upwelling
regions and accordingly the food chain is formed in the areas (Oh 2004). In a sense,
wake and upwelling regions are the critical factors in estimating the fishing grounds,
which are often facilitated by ARs.
A small sized AR unit (or module) is usually installed as a unit (or set), the socalled a unit artificial reef, as shown in Fig. 1. In other words, a unit artificial reef (unit1), 2), 3)
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AR) con
nsists of se
everal artific
cial reefs tto maximiz
ze their functions. Theen, these units
u
can
be comb
bined toge
ether and called
c
an a
artificial ree
ef group (A
AR-group)), as also shown
s
in
Fig. 1, ffor making easy man
nagement and maxim
mizing the function oof ARs. The size of
each un
nit or group
p is highly regional de
ependent. For example, in Souuth Korea, ARs are
installed
d as a unit artificial re
eef of 800m
m3. Obviou
usly, the sh
hape of eaach unit or group is
also dep
pendent on
n a special use of AR
Rs. Hence, there exist several pplacement models.
In South Korrea, some studies pro
oposed eig
ght differen
nt placemeent models
s. Among
them, a concentra
ated type is only thrree-dimens
sional plac
cement moodel. Howe
ever, the
eptual mod
del and th e detailed
d quantifica
ation is noot exactly possible
model iss a conce
because
e the ARs for the mo
odel are in stalled in a target arrea using ffree fall (do
ownward
moveme
ent under the
t gravita
ational forcce only). Ac
ccordingly,, the units establishe
ed by the
free falll have alll different three-dim
mensional shapes and
a
quantiifying their fishing
groundss is not eassy. An interresting facct is that the
e fishing ground can be regarded as an
engineering param
meter (or sttandard). H
However, it is not eas
sy to quan titatively define the
physicall meaning of the fishing ground
d. No one proposes
p
a measure for the gro
ound.
Th
he prelimin
nary studies about ARs in South Korea can bbe classiffied into:
upwellin
ng effect of
o an AR (Jeon
(
et a
al. 2007), upwelling phenomennon cause
ed by an
artificial seamountt (Kim et al. 2009b)), upwellin
ng due to a super A
AR (Kim and Pyun
2005), fiish school abundanc
ce around A
ARs (Hwang et al. 2004), mateerial excha
ange rate
and hyd
draulic cha
aracteristics
s of an AR
R (Oh 2004), These studies arre all conc
centrated
on an a
artificial re
eef unit. Regarding
R
K
et al. (2009a) pproposed a facility
unit-AR, Kim
volume concept, which is useful to estimate the effectiveness off a unit-A
AR. They
suggested the formula for th
he facility volume k (indicating
g the efficieent usable
e volume
ratio, w
which is 0..753) and correlatio
on betwee
en the coe
efficient k and yearr (Yr) of
deploym
ment (k = 0.0023Yrr + 0.725)). Howeve
er, researc
ch on thee shape and
a
flow
characte
eristic of un
nit-AR is in
nsufficient.

on of unit artificial re
Fig. 1 Configurati
C
eefs and arrtificial reeff groups

In the study, the flow characteris
c
stics (wake
e region an
nd upwellinng region) of threedimensio
onal place
ements off unit AR
Rs relevan
nt to the minimum
m size 800
0m3 are
quantitatively evalluated. For the purp
pose, the shapes
s
of the unit-A
ARs were classified
c
into thre
ee types - hexahedron, rectan
ngular, and
d pyramid. The hexaahedron placement
model iss distribution of ARs
s from the
e bottom la
ayer to the
e upper layyer with a uniform
shape. T
The rectan
ngular plac
cement mo
odel is sim
milar to the hexahedro
ron but it is
s a longform like
e a mounttain chain.. The pyra
amid place
ement mod
del is distrribution off ARs by
maximizzing the nu
umber of ARs
A
at the
e bottom la
ayer and minimizing
m
the number at the
upper la
ayer. Seco
ond, nume
erical flow analyses were carried out uusing the elementbased finite volum
me method (FVM) to o
obtain flow
w characterristics arouund the units. Third,
the flow
w characterristics werre quantifie
ed through
h the finite
e volume oof a particular flow
mated to construct
component. Finallyy, the wak
ke and upw
welling flow
w volumes were estim
c
the wakke and upw
welling reg
gions. It sh
hould be noted
n
here that the ttarget AR unit is a
cube typ
pe because
e it is one of
o popular ARs used in South Korea.
K

2. MATE
ERIALS AND METHODS
Th
here are 72
2 general ARs
A in Korrea. The nu
umber has been incre
reased; the
e number
will incrrease in the near future
f
thro
ough the approval by
b the ceentral artificial reef
committee. Among
g these, a cube typ e reef (he
ereafter AR
R1), as shoown in Fig
g. 2, has
been po
opular beccause of its
s simpler shape, be
etter worka
ability, andd inexpens
sive cost.
AR1 is made from
m concrete
e and reinfforcing ba
ars with its dimensioon of 2 × 2 × 2m3.
Hence, its apparent volume is 8m3 an d weight is
s 3.4-ton. The total i nstalled amount of
AR1 wa
as estimate
ed 139,413
3ha (69% of all ARs
s), from 19
971 to 201 3, in South Korea.
AR1 hass been insstalled on the Korea
a's coast to
o enhance
e fish spaw
wning, grow
wth, and
feeding. When installing a unit-AR, AR1 is su
uitable for fisheries and prote
ection of
ause it has
s a high po
orosity.
migratorry fish beca

Fig. 2 AR1
A
(cube
e type AR) used in the study
A unit-AR sh
hould be in
nstalled witth usable volume of 800m3 annd more (K
Kim et al.
2009a). As noted, AR1 has the
t appare
ent volume of 8m3, an
nd accordinngly at least 100 of
AR1 sho
ould be insstalled as a unit-AR. Keep the size and number, thhis study proposes
p
three pla
acement models,
m
as shown in Fig. 3. The
ey are hex
xahedron ((Hexa), rec
ctangular

(Rect) a
and pyram
mid (Pyra), respectivvely. Fig. 3a
3 shows the hexaahedron placement
model, w
which is arrranged by
y 5 × 5 × 4 . Fig. 3b shows the rectangula
r
ar placement model
having tthe arrangement of 10 × 2 × 5. Fig. 3c shows the
e pyramid placemen
nt model,
arranged
d by 7 × 7,, 5 × 5, 4 × 4, 3 × 3, a
and 1 × 1 on
o each layer.

Fig. 3 Three-dimensionall placemen
nt of unit-A
ARs (a) Hex
xa (hexaheedron), (b) Rect
(rectangular) , and (c) Pyra
P
(pyram
mid)
Mo
omentum, heat and material trransfer can
n be formu
ulated with the Navie
er-Stokes
equation
n. The eq
quation ca
annot be analytically solved.. Thus, ccomputational fluid
dynamiccs (CFD) should
s
be used
u
to ge
et an appro
oximate so
olution. In tthe study, ANSYSCFX wa
as used to
t facilitate
e the elem
ment-base
ed finite volume meethod (FVM). This
numericcal scheme
e has bee
en efficien
nt in vario
ous engine
eering appplications such as
airplanes, automobiles, subs
sea pipelin es, and arrtificial reeffs (Kim et aal. 2014a, Kim et al.
Woo and Na
N 2014, Woo
W et al. 2015). This method representss partial differential
2014b, W
equation
ns as algebraic equa
ations; hen
nce, values
s are evalu
uated at di screte places on a
meshed geometryy, similar to
o the finite difference method orr finite elem
ment method. Here,

'finite vo
olume' refe
ers to the small con
ntrol volum
me surroun
nding eachh nodal po
oint on a
mesh.
AN
NSYS-CFX
X utilizes th
he elemen
nt-based fin
nite volume method,, which div
vides the
region o
of interest into sub-rregions an
nd discretizes the governing eequations to solve
them ite
eratively ovver each sub-region. Thus, the
e value of each
e
variaable at nod
dal points
over the
e domain is approxim
mately ach
hieved. Th
he fundam
mental conccepts and detailed
software
e descriptio
ons can be
e found in tthe literatures (ANSY
YS Inc. 20009).
In general, flow
f
analys
sis, using CFD or itts software
e packagee, is carried out by
construccting a flow
w domain (Woo et a
al. 2014). The
T shape
e and size of the dom
main are
problem
m-dependen
nt. However, in gen
neral, a pa
arallepiped is used ffor the dom
main, as
shown in Fig. 4. In the figurre, the siz e is chara
acterized by the widtth B, lengtth L, and
height H
H. Also, the
e target AR
R located a
at the centter of the bottom
b
facee. In the study, the
dimensio
ons were selected
s
as
s Table 1, by conside
ering the size of AR1 and each unit.

Fig. 4 Bounda
ary conditio
ons of flow field

Tab
ble 1 Dime
ensions of each
e
flow field
f

AR1
Hexa unit--AR
Rect unit--AR
Pyra unit--AR

B (m)
20
40
40
40

L (m)
20
60
50
50

H (m)
10
15
15
15

Ass shown in
n Fig. 4, th
he inlet bo
oundary prrovides a flow to thee domain, and the
outlet boundary absorbs
a
th
he flow fro
om the do
omain by assigning zero pres
ssure. In
addition, the botto
om boundary conditio
on is a no-s
slip wall, which
w
meanns that the
e velocity
H
depending
d
g on the wa
ay to calcu
ulate the vvelocity at the wall,
is ‘0’ at the wall. However,
the velo
ocity at the
e bottom cannot be
e vanished
d. In the other
o
handd, the cons
servative
method uses the correspond
ding contro
ol volume including a node at the bottom
m, and it
extracts the avera
age velocitty; hence, no-slip wa
all bounda
ary conditioon may no
ot assign
zero velocity. In th
his study, th
he conservvative meth
hod was used to inveestigate the bottom
velocity profiles. In
I addition
n, in the m
modeling process,
p
only
o
half oof each placement
model w
was modelled to cons
struct fine meshes an
nd save a computatioonal time. Through
the num
merical analyses, th
he followin
ng hypothe
eses were
e made. F
First, the water is
incomprressible, visscous, and
d Newtonia
an. Second
d, the wate
er temperaature is 25℃
℃. Third,
the turbu
ulence model is k-ε model.
m
Fou
urth, the de
esign water velocity iss 2m/s. Fin
nally, the
finite volume has the shape
e of cube w
with 8 nodes, and th
he maximuum size of a grid is
controlle
ed by limiting the leng
gth of each
h side, up to
t 0.2m.

3. RESU
ULTS
It iis found th
hat the wake volume
e of AR1 is
s 2.91m3 (Vw). The aaverage ve
elocity of
-1
the wakke volume is about –0.33m
–
s . Here, the negative
e sign indiccates the opposite
(recirculating) dire
ection with respect tto the main flow dire
ection. Th e wake vo
olume of
AR1 is sshown in Fig.
F 5. Con
nsider the unit-ARs, the wake volumes oof Hexa, Rect,
R
and
Pyra are
e 140.0, 11
19.7, and 88.4m3, re
espectively
y, as shown in Figs. 6, 7, and 8.
8 These
are 48.1 (Hexa), 41.1
4
(Rect)), and 30.4
4 (Pyra) tim
mes the corrrespondinng AR volu
ume (Vw).
Thus, H
Hexa is a better ch
hoice in tterms of the
t
wake volume ssize. The average
recircula
ating flow velocity
v
is –0.21 (He
exa), –0.41
1 (Rect), or
o –0.23m s-1 (Pyra). Table 2
shows th
he mean flow velocities and wa
ake volume
es of AR1 and each uunit-AR.

Fig. 5 Wake
W
volum
me of AR1 ((a) iso-view
w, (b) side--view, (c) pplan-view

Fig
g. 6 Wake volume
v
of Hexa unit--AR (a) iso
o-view, (b) side-view, (c) plan-view

Fig
g. 7 Wake volume of Rect unit--AR (a) iso-view, (b) side-view,
s
(c) plan-viiew

Fig
g. 8 Wake volume of Pyra unit--AR (a) iso-view, (b) side-view,
s
(c) plan-viiew

Table 2 Wake regions of AR1 and unit-ARs

Wake
region

AR1

Hexa
unit-AR

Rect unitAR

Pyra unitAR

Volume (m3)

2.9 (Vw)

140
(48.1Vw)

119.7
(41.1Vw)

88.4
(30.4Vw)

Ave. velocity (m/s)

-0.33

-0.21

-0.41

-0.23

Table 3 Upwelling region of AR1 and unit-ARs

Upwelling
region

AR1

Hexa
unit-AR

Rect
unit-AR

Pyra
unit-AR

Volume (m3)

24.9
(Vu)

1276.7
(60.3Vu)

1969.5
(93.0Vu)

1574.6
(74.4Vu)

Ave. velocity (m/s)

0.22

0.25

0.29

0.24

In addition, the wake regions of the placement models were characterized by their
horizontal profiles to investigate the planar distributions. The results show that Pyra has
a unique characteristic showing that 77.04% of the wake volume concentrates on a
sub-region near the seabed, which is beneficial to demersal fish.
Similarly, it is found that the upwelling volume in AR1 was 24.9m3 (Vu, the
upwelling volume of AR1) and the average velocity was 0.22m/s. In addition, it is found
that the upwelling volumes of Hexa, Rect, and Pyra unit-ARs were 1276.7, 1969.5,
1574.6m3, respectively. Each upwelling volume is 60.3, 93.0, or 74.4 times the
corresponding the upwelling volume of AR1 i.e., Vu. The average upwelling velocity is
0.25 (Hexa), 0.29 (Rect), or 0.24m/s (Pyra). The results are shown in Table 3.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, in order to quantitatively evaluate flow characteristics (wake region
and upwelling region) of unit ARs, three 3-D placement models (Hexa, Rect, and Pyra)
were investigated. The element-based finite volume method was used for numerical
flow analyses, by facilitating ANSYS-CFX, a general purpose CFD software package.
From the flow analyses, the following conclusions were found.
First, the AR1 has the wake region quantified by the wake volume (Vw) of 2.9m3.
In addition, the units have the wake volumes of 140 (Hexa), 119.7 (Rect), and 88.4m3
(Pyra), which are 48.1, 41.1, and 30.4 times the reference wake volume (Vw). This
result shows that Hexa has the most desirable in terms of the size of wake volume,
followed by Rect. In terms of the average recirculating flow velocity, it is found the

sequence: Rect (0.41m/s), Pyra (0.23m/s), and Hexa (0.21m/s). Thus, considering the
quality of recirculating zone or wake region (a so-called tranquility), Hexa has a better
quality. However, it should be noted here that the average counter velocity (0.41m/s,
the highest average among three placement models) of Rect is about 20% of the inlet
velocity (2m/s); hence, the tranquility of the corresponding wake region is likely secured.
From the observations above, it is shown that each placement model has different
wake volume up to 58%. In overall, Hexa unit-AR is the most advantageous based on
wake volume. In addition, the wake regions of the placement models were
characterized by their horizontal profiles to investigate the planar distributions. The
results show that Pyra has a unique characteristic showing that 77.04% of the wake
volume concentrates on a sub-region near the seabed, which is beneficial to demersal
fish.
Second, the AR1 has the upwelling region quantified by the upwelling volume (Vu)
of 24.9m3. In addition, the units have the upwelling volumes of 1969.5 (Rect), 1574.6
(Pyra), and 1276.7m3 (Hexa), which are 93.0, 74.4, and 60.3 times the reference
upwelling volume (Vu). This result shows that Rect has the most desirable in terms of
the size of upwelling volume, followed by Hexa. In terms of the average upwelling flow
velocity, it is found the sequence: Rect (0.29m/s), Hexa (0.25m/s), and Pyra (0.24m/s).
Thus, considering the quality of upwelling zone (a so-called tranquility), there is no
considerable difference. It should be noted here that the upwelling region is defined by
5% of and more than the inlet velocity (2m/s). Thus, the average velocities are between
5% and 14.5% of the reference velocity. From the observations above, it is shown that
each placement model has different upwelling volume up to 54%. In overall, Rect unitAR is the most advantageous based on upwelling volume.
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